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Abstract: The ground states of the F3
-and H3 -hypercoordinated anions are investigated and analyzed in terms of valence bond structures by means of the breathing-orbital valence bond method. While H3
-is described reasonably well as the interplay of two major Lewis structures, H2 + H -and its mirror image, the description of F3 -requires a further structure, of the type F
, which strongly stabilizes the trimer relative to the dissociation products, and endows the F3 -ground state with a predominant three-electron bond character. It follows that the simple picture that is closest to the true nature of F3
-is a resonating combination of F2
-+ F • and its mirror image. This peculiarity of the F3 -electronic structure is at the origin of its preferred dissociation channel leading to F2 -+ F • rather than to the most stable product F2 + F -, at high collision energies. The three-electron bond character of F3 -is also the root cause for the failure of the HartreeFock and density functional methods for this species, and for its strong tendency to artifactual symmetrybreaking. As an alternative to the Rundle-Pimentel model, the origins of the stability of F 3 -, as opposed to the instability of H3 -, CH5
-, and other SN2 transition states, are analyzed in the framework of valence bond state correlation diagrams [Shaik, S.; Shurki, A. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 1999, 38, 586]. It is found that a fundamental factor of stability for X3
-is the presence of lone pairs on the X fragment. The explanation carries over to other trihalide anions, and to isoelectronic 22-valence electron hypercoordinated anions.
Introduction
Hypervalent compounds, defined as molecules or ions that violate the octet rule, are always challenging cases for simple models of chemical bonding, especially when they are strongly bound. In this context, halogens atoms are known to form hypervalent anions of the type X 3 -, which are stable against dissociation to X 2 + X -. Evidence for the existence of trifluoride anion, F 3 -, has first been reported in 1976. 1 This anion has been observed in rare gas matrix 1,2 and in the gas phase. 3, 4 Other trihalides anions, Cl 3 -, Br 3 -, and I 3 -, have also been observed in the gas phase, 5 in solution, 6, 7 and in the solid state. 6, 8 The experimental structures of these anions have been determined by spectroscopic methods. 1,2a,9-11 They are linear and symmetric in the gas phase and in solution, while in the solid state both symmetric and asymmetric structures are found, 8c,12 as well as small deviations from linearity, because of crystal packing forces. The gas-phase 0 K bond strengths D(X 2 -X -) of the polyhalide anions have been measured using energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation and amount to ca. 22-25 kcal/mol for Cl 3 -, 5 29-32 kcal/mol for Br 3 -, 5 29-32 kcal/mol for I 3 -, 4,13 and 21-26 kcal/mol for F 3 -. 4 One remark rarely made about these bonding energies is how amazingly large they are. For F 3 -, the average 0 K bond strength of each formal hemibond is 30 kcal/mol for a formal bond order of 0.5, not far from the 38 kcal/mol bond strength of a genuine F 2 bond. 14 More generally, one may wonder which driving force or physical interaction may cause a nonpolar, saturated, and already † Université Pierre et Marie Curie. E-mail: braida@lct.jussieu.fr. ‡ Université de Paris-Sud. Associated with the CNRS, UMR 8000. electron-rich molecule X 2 to attract a closed shell anion like X -and form with it a stable aggregate. While the stability of other electron-rich aggregates such as FHF -or BrHBr -can be understood in terms of a predominant low-lying ionic structure X -H + X -, no such ionic structure has a chance to play a major role in X 3 -, and the Lewis representation F -F + F -that has been proposed for F 3 -is hardly convincing, in view of the large ionization potential of fluorine.
Hypervalency in electron-rich systems is usually explained in terms of the Rundle-Pimentel model. 15, 16 This model, based on simple molecular orbital (MO) theory, discards the early Pauling's proposal of a participation of d orbitals in terms of an sp 3 d hybridization of the central atom. 17 Restricting the reasoning to the three axial p orbitals that are involved in the σ bonds, the three schematic MOs depicted in Scheme 1 are formed in the linear complex. As the two lowest occupied MOs are either strongly bonding or nonbonding in X 3 -, some stability is expected. This is of course a rough picture, which neglects many factors among which the mixing of the highest occupied MOs with the underlying 2s orbitals, which adds some antibonding character to the 5σ g MO. 18 The amount of such mixing, as well as the repulsive interactions arising from the lower MOs and their consequence on the stability of X 3 -and isoelectronic clusters, have been studied in detail by Hoffmann. 18 More disturbing for the Rundle-Pimentel model is its failure to account for the instability of simple related systems, such as H 3 -and CH 5 -. H 3 -is a transition state in the H -+ H 2 f H 2 + H -exchange reaction, lying 11 kcal/mol above the reactants, and CH 5 -, the transition state for the simplest model S N 2 reaction, lies some 50 kcal/mol over (H -+ CH 4 ). 19, 20 To quote Kutzelnigg, 21 "Whereas simple MO theory has no difficulty in describing three-center, two-electron bonds such as that in H 3 + , problems do arise in the description of three-center, four-electron bonds since for H 3 -it incorrectly predicts a strong bond with respect to H 2 and H -. The failure of simple MO theory for H 3 -is not easy to understand." One of the objectives of the present work is to see if VB theory is more successful in this respect.
A number of theoretical studies of trihalide anions 18,22-28 have been published in recent years, the most numerous papers dealing with the trifluoride anion alone. [25] [26] [27] [28] Interest about this latter complex was stimulated by the amazingly difficult challenge that it poses to quantum chemistry, despite its relatively small size. This molecule has an exceptional multireference character, even larger than that of classical cases such as F 2 or FOOF, 27 and is subject to strong symmetry-breaking. 28 The most sophisticated calculation to date employs the orbital doubling procedure, a classical means of resolving symmetry-breaking instabilities, leading to an MCSCF + MP2 calculation with a complete active space of 7 orbitals and 8 electrons (CAS (7,8) ). This calculation yields a bonding energy of 28.2 kcal/mol, while a lower active space (CAS(6,4) + MP2) gives a somewhat larger value of 30.2 kcal/mol. 28 An estimation of the large basis set limit for a CCSD(T) calculation yields a theoretical window of 26 ( 3.5 kcal/mol for the bonding energy. 27 All of these values should be compared with the experimental value 24.0 ( 2.5 kcal/mol obtained by adding ZPE corrections to the measured 0 K bond strength of F 3 -. 28 In view of the moderate convergence of present high-quality results, it is perhaps fair to say that the definitive calculation on F 3
-is still to come. Lower levels of calculations are inappropriate: different DFT functionals (VWN, LYP, B-P, BLYP, PW) consistently overestimate the D e (F 2 -F -) bonding energy, 26 yielding values ranging from 45 to 78 kcal/mol. The B3LYP functional gives a more reasonable value of 33.7 kcal/mol, but finds the two dissociation products, (F 2 + F -) and (F 2 -+ F • ), in the wrong order. 4 On the other hand, the Hartree-Fock method severely underestimates the (X 2 -X -) bond strengths for all halogens. 23 Last, low orders of perturbation theory have been found to be unreliable for the trifluoride anion. 27 As will be seen below, the poor performances of low theoretical levels as well as the tendency of F 3 -to undergo symmetry-breaking artifacts can be simply interpreted in valence bond terms.
One last intriguing feature of the trifluoride anion lies in the observed branching ratio between the two competing collisioninduced dissociation pathways, reactions 1 and 2.
Although reaction 1 is energetically favored by the electron affinity difference between F • and F 2 (3.40 and 3.08 eV, respectively), 29 at high collision energy with argon (25 eV), reaction 2 predominates by a factor of 3. 3 While a slight predominance of reaction 2 over reaction 1 has been explained in terms of density of states at low collision energies (3 eV), 4 we believe that the explanation does not hold for the much larger predominance that is observed at high energies, in which case diabatics effects are usually invoked: in such a case, the favored dissociation product is the one whose electronic structure most resembles that of the trimer's ground state. Yet, it is clear that a deep knowledge of the physical content of the F 3 -wave function is needed before such an explanation can be put forward. 
The above intriguing features of the trifluoride anion require a qualitative understanding of its electronic structure, and this can be achieved only with the help of a compact wave function which, despite its compactness, incorporates the essential ingredients that are required for a realistic description of the ground state, and in particular electron correlation. Such requirements can be fulfilled in the framework of valence bond (VB) theory, which has often proved to bring additional insight relative to MO theory, by expressing wave functions from a more "chemical" point of view. We have therefore carried out the study of the two dissociation channels of F 3 -, reactions 1 and 2, by means of the "breathing-orbital valence bond" method (BOVB), a modern VB method that has been devised to combine the simplicity and interpretability of the classical VB description (only six VB structures here) with reasonable accuracy (the relation of the BOVB method with other formulations will be discussed below). 30 In this line, our objective is to provide some answers to the three following questions: (i) Why is the trifluoride anion, as well as other trihalide anions, so stable, while H 3 -, CH 5 -, and other transition states of nucleophilic reactions are not? (ii) Why is F 3 -so prone to undergo symmetry-breaking artifact, and why does it, more generally, pose such a difficult challenge to quantum chemistry? (iii) Why does it dissociate, at high collision energies, to the least stable product?
Theoretical Methods
The BOVB Method. The BOVB method is an ab initio computational method of valence bond type that has been devised to combine the properties of interpretability and extreme compactness of the wave function with reasonable accuracy of the calculated energies. 30 The wave function is composed of a set of VB structures that forms a complete and minimal set (also called Rumer basis) for the description of a given electronic state. For the X 3 -systems, the Rumer basis is composed of six VB structures (see Figure 1 ). Among the electrons and orbitals, one distinguishes an active space, made of the orbitals and the electrons that are directly involved in the bond breaking/forming, from an inactive space where the orbitals keep the same occupancy throughout the dissociation coordinate. In the F 3 -trimer, for example, the inactive space is composed of the nine lone pairs, while the active space involves four electrons and three orbitals: a pure atomic p orbital on the central atom, and one hybrid σ orbital on each of the remaining atoms. In H 3 -, all of the electrons and orbitals belong to the active space. Therefore, both F3
-and H3 -possess a three-electron four-orbital active space. The Rumer basis of VB structures for such an electronic system is made of all of the possible arrangements of four electrons into three orbitals, that can form a singlet state. These VB structures are illustrated in Figure 1 for the active space of F 3 -, and some comments about the classifications of these structures will be given in the next section. The active space is treated at the VB level and its electrons are explicitly correlated, while the inactive part of the molecule is described as a set of doubly occupied orbitals, so that the correlation of inactive electrons and the active-inactive correlation are not explicitly taken into account. An important feature of our VB calculations is that all of the active orbitals are strictly localized on a single fragment X, like in the classical VB method, so as to ensure a clear correspondence between the mathematical expressions of the VB structures and their physical meaning, ionic or covalent. This is a fundamental difference between BOVB and the GVB method, the latter dealing with covalent structures only and allowing the orbitals that form a bonding pair to be delocalized on several centers. The coefficients and orbitals of the VB structures are optimized simultaneously, so as to minimize the total energy of the multistructure wave function. During the optimization process, each VB structure is allowed to possess its specific set of orbitals, different from one VB structure to the other. In this manner, the orbitals can fluctuate in size and shape so as to fit the instantaneous charges of the atoms on which these orbitals are located. This specificity of the BOVB method ensures its accuracy by bringing some dynamic correlation to the wave function, without increasing the number of VB configurations.
The BOVB method has a few levels that differ in hierarchy of sophistication. Here, we use the most sophisticated level, referred to as SD-BOVB. This level is characterized by two improvements relative to the basic level: (i) the active doubly occupied orbitals of an ionic structure are split into two singlet-coupled singly occupied orbitals, so as to bring some radial correlation to the active electrons; (ii) the lone pairs are allowed to be delocalized on the three fragments. This does not change the physical meaning of the VB structures, but allows some flexibility in the interactions between lone pairs. Last, in the H 3 -case, further VB structures displaying π occupied orbitals for H -or H2 are added to bring some angular correlation. Previous experience has shown us that such VB structures are not entirely negligible in diatomic molecules such as H 2, Li2, etc. Such structures have small coefficients and will not be considered in the analysis of the wave functions, but are important for improving the accuracy of the calculated energies. Note that analogous structures do not exist in F 3 -, because the π orbital system of this species is saturated.
Basis Sets and Geometries. The capability of BOVB to provide reasonable geometries has been proven in a number of test cases in the past. 30 However, it has become a standard, in BOVB applications, to optimize and characterize the geometries by means of MO-based computational methods, for the sake of saving computer time. The electronic states are then recalculated and analyzed at the BOVB level. In accord, all geometries were optimized at the UMP2 level of calculation (second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory in its spinunrestricted formalism) by using a gradient technique and the standard 6-31++G(d,p) basis set. Calculations of vibrational frequencies, carried out at the same computational level, showed that for all molecules true minima were obtained, except the H 3 -trimer, which is found to be a transition state as expected.
The BOVB calculations for F 3 -have been done using the same 6-31++G(d,p) basis set, whereas for H3 -the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pvdz basis set was taken, because this basis set involves diffuse p functions for hydrogen, an essential condition for accurate energetics to be obtained when the molecular system contains some negatively charged hydrogen atoms.
Population Analysis. To better compare the relative importance of the various VB structures in H 3 -and F3 -, the normalized squares of the coefficients are considered and referred to as "weights" in what follows, rather than the coefficients themselves. For F 3 -, the population analysis and the calculation of energies are performed in the same basis set. For H 3 -, the presence of diffuse s and p functions on atoms that are very close together poses some problems, as the local character of such basis functions becomes absurd. Therefore, the cc-pvdz basis set, which is devoid of diffuse functions, is used to perform the population analysis of H 3 -. Software. The Gaussian 98 series of programs 31 has been used for all calculations of Møller-Plesset and density functional types. The ab initio valence bond calculations were performed with the XMVB program. 32
Predictions of Qualitative Valence Bond Theory
The VB Description of F 3 -and H 3 -. The six VB structures that form a complete set for X 3 -(X ) H, F) are shown in Figure 1 .
Here, the orbitals are either the 1s atomic orbitals of hydrogen atoms, or the axial p atomic orbitals of fluorine, the lone pair orbitals being left aside. In what follows, the trimer X 3 -will be considered as an intermediate, or transition state, in the identical exchange reaction 3:
In Figure 1 , 1 and 5 represent fully covalent (also called Heitler-London) structures, in which the electrons that make the bond are singlet-coupled, while 2, 3, and 4 are ionic structures. Actually, even a homopolar bond that links together two identical fragments is never fully covalent, but incorporates some minor ionic terms. Thus, the so-called "Lewis structure" Ψ R that represents the reactants in reaction 3 is a variationally optimized mixture of 1, 2, and 3 as in eq 4, while the products' Lewis structure Ψ P is an analogous combination of 5, 4, and 3.
For a description of the reacting system in terms of the products' and reactants' structures, structures 1-5 would form the necessary and sufficient basis set. However, the complete Rumer basis of the X 3 -cluster includes the additional structure 6, which must therefore be included in the VB calculation. Structure 6 is special in that it does not display any bonding interaction, neither covalent nor ionic. As this structure belongs neither to Ψ R nor to Ψ P (eq 4), it has a zero coefficient in the VB wave function of the reactants or products in reaction 3. On the other hand, structure 6 interacts, by virtue of nonzero overlap, with 1-5 in the geometry of the cluster, and may consequently stabilize the X 3 -intermediate. As will be seen, and despite its apparently marginal character, structure 6 will play a prominent role in differentiating H 3 -from X 3 -anions. Whether or not this particular structure needs be included in qualitative studies of nucleophilic reactions or X 3 -systems, according to the nature of the constituent atoms, will be discussed below.
The main advantage of representing reactions in terms of VB configurations is the unique insight that it brings into reactivity problems. This is the object of the valence bond state correlation diagrams (VBSCD) of Shaik and Pross. 33, 34 The Valence Bond State Correlation Diagrams. The VBSCDs apply to the general category of reactions that can be described as the interplay of two major Lewis structures, that of the reactants and that of the products. One such diagram, as applied to the particular case of the identical nucleophilic reaction 3, is shown in Figure 2 . The diagram displays the ground-state energy profile of the reacting system (black curve), as well as the energy profile of each Lewis structure as a function of the reaction coordinate (dotted blue curves). Thus, starting from the reactant's geometry on the left, the Lewis structure that represents the reactant's electronic state, Ψ R , has
the lowest energy and merges with the supersystem's ground state. Then, as one deforms the supersystem toward the products' geometry, the latter Lewis structure gradually rises in energy and finally reaches an excited state Ψ P * that represents the Lewis structure of the reactants in the products' geometry. Note that in Ψ P *, the isolated X atom on the right has a single electron, while the two X atoms that are close together form an X 2 -anion. A similar diabatic curve can be traced from Ψ P , the Lewis structure of the products in its optimal geometry, to Ψ R *, the same Lewis structure in the reactants' geometry. Consequently, the two curves cross somewhere in the middle of the diagram. The crossing is of course avoided in the adiabatic ground state, because of the resonance energy B that results from the mixing of the two Lewis structures. The barrier is thus interpreted as arising from an avoided crossing between two diabatic curves, which represent the energy profiles of the VB structures of the reactants and products. Qualitatively speaking, it is clear that the higher the crossing point (and thus the larger the quantity ∆E c ), the larger the barrier ∆E q . The height of the crossing point is, on its part, proportional to the energy gap G, which is a fundamental parameter of the diagrams. Thus, large G values correspond to high barriers, medium G values correspond to low barriers, and small G values lead to the prediction of negative barriers, that is, stable intermediates.
How does one estimate the parameter G? This quantity is nothing else but the promotion energy that is required to go from Ψ R to Ψ R *. For nucleophilic reactions (like S N 2 reactions or reaction 3), G is readily estimated as the ionization potential of the nucleophile, minus the electron affinity of the substrate, eq 5:
Ideally, one should use the vertical electron affinity of X 2 in eq 5. However, for qualitative purposes, what matters is not an exact estimation, but rather an estimation that follows the same tendencies as an exact one in a series of reactions, and if possible related to experimental quantities. Therefore, for the sake of dealing with easily accessible experimental values, the adiabatic electron affinity is usually employed in eq 5.
In the particular case of an identity exchange reaction such as reaction 3, G may be expressed differently if one considers that the transition from Ψ R to Ψ R * can be the outcome of the following thermodynamic cycle:
There follows a new expression for G, that will be more appropriate for the present study:
Previous experience of the VBSCD (e.g., in the series of radicals X 3
• ) 35 has shown us that the stable X 3 -and X 3
• symmetric clusters are expected when the gap G is smaller than 2-3 eV. With this order of magnitude in mind, applying eq 8 to the F 3 -case is illuminating: as the bonding energies of F 2 and F 2 -are very close to each other (38.2 and 30.2 kcal/mol, respectively), the gap G in the VBSCD is extremely small for X ) F, only 8 kcal/mol (0.35 eV), thus leading to the qualitative prediction of some stability of F 3 -relative to F 2 + F -. Equation 8 explains the stability of the other trihalide anions in a similar way, with G values in the range 0.4-1.1 eV for Cl 3 -, Br 3 -, and I 3 -. By contrast, the gap G for the H 3 -anionic system is certainly much larger: H 2 has a bonding energy of 109.5 kcal/ mol, and H 2 -is unbound. This might lead one to conclude that G is larger than D e (H 2 ) in this case; however, the estimation may be refined. H 2 -is actually a transient species, lower in energy than H • + H -, however unstable because this species is higher in energy, in its equilibrium geometry, than neutral H 2 . As a consequence, trying to calculate H 2 -within MO theory is difficult, because the highest occupied orbital, when optimized, tends to get infinitely diffuse so as to mimic neutral H 2 with an infinitely distant extra electron. Now this problem disappears if one uses VB theory (because of the very different natures of the H 2 and H 2 -VB wave functions), so that the stabilization of the transient [H∴H] -species relative to H • + H -can be estimated to 13.5 kcal/mol at the SD-BOVB level. Therefore, the gap G amounts to 96 kcal/mol for reaction 3 with X ) H, typically in the region of reactions displaying barriers. We note that the broad lines of the above explanation for the contrasted behavior of H 3 -versus X 3 -have been proposed as early as 1984 by Shaik and Bar. 36 The testing of the validity of the qualitative model by quantitative calculations now remains.
Results of the BOVB Calculations

Electronic Structures of H 3
-and X 3 -in Terms of Structures 1-5. Let us consider, in a first step, the H 3 -and F 3 -system as mere combinations of the reactants' and products' Lewis structures, Ψ R and Ψ P , in reaction 3. Thus, while H -+ H 2 and F -+ F 2 are described in terms of structures 1-3, the wave functions of H 3 -and F 3 -are variationally optimized mixtures of structures 1-5. This level of calculation is referred to as VB-5 in what follows.
The calculated weights for the various VB structures of H 2 , F 2 , H 3 -, and F 3 -are displayed in Table 1 . As expected, H 2 and F 2 are best described as mainly covalent, with minor but nonnegligible contributions of ionic structures 2 and 3. Although F 2 is slightly less covalent than H 2 , the VB description of both molecules is essentially the same.
Structures 2 and 4 practically vanish in H 3 -and F 3 -, because of the four-electron repulsion arising from the proximity of two negative charges in these structures. On the other hand, the weight of the alternated ionic structure 3 (X -X + X -) is significant but not overwhelming, and remains lower than that of the covalent structures 1 and 5. Moreover, structure 3 is not more important in F 3 -than in H 3 -. The tentative explanation of the stability of F 3 -by an important ionic structure F -F + Fis thus ruled out. All in all, at the VB-5 level, the trimers H 3 -and F 3 -resemble each other very much in terms of electronic structures.
Calculated VBSCD Parameters. The calculated values of the G, ∆E c , B, and ∆E q VBSCD parameters for the H 3 -and F 3
-systems are displayed in Table 2 . The promotion energy G is calculated as the difference between the energy of R* (involving structures 5 and 6) and the energy or R (involving  1-3) . The energies of the crossing point E c , as well as the avoided crossing energy B, are naturally calculated at the VB-5 level, involving structures 1-5, because the two crossing curves Ψ R and Ψ P involve structures 1-3 and 3-5, respectively. Last, the reaction barrier ∆E q is calculated at both the VB-5 and the VB-6 levels for comparison. All calculations are done with the SD-BOVB method.
The calculated adiabatic values for the promotion energies G amount to 88.4 and 5.8 kcal/mol, respectively, for the H 3 -and F 3 -systems, close to the experimental (or mixed experimental-theoretical) estimations of 96 and 8 kcal/mol mentioned above. The vertical G values are of course much higher, 146.6 and 74.8 kcal/mol, respectively, but display the same tendencies. Whichever set of G values one prefers to deal with, adiabatic or vertical, both sets predict the energy of the crossing point to be higher for H 3 -than for F 3 -, in agreement with the calculated ∆E c values displayed in Table 2 (59.5 and 35.9 kcal/mol, respectively). The resonance energies B, arising from the mixing of the diabatic curves, are comparable for both systems, so that the barrier ∆E q for reaction 3 is much larger for H 3 -than for F 3 -, the latter being negative, as postulated in qualitative applications of the VBSCD. However, the quantitative ∆E q values are far from being correct at the VB-5 level. The calculated barrier for the H 3 -exchange amounts to 18 kcal/mol, a rather high value as compared to the estimated barrier of ca. 11 kcal/mol. 37,38 As for F 3 -, being calculated to lie only 3 kcal/mol below F 2 + F -at this level, its stability is severely underestimated relative to experimental data or accurate calculations. It emerges from the VB-5 study that, if the H 3 -supersystem may be described roughly as the interplay of the reactant's and product's structures, this description is qualitatively inadequate for X 3 -, which requires the inclusion of the complete set of VB structures, 1-6, in the BOVB calculation. This level is referred to as VB-6 in what follows.
Full BOVB Calculations Involving Structures 1-6. The effect of including structure 6 in the calculation can be appreciated first by considering the weight of this structure in the trimers (Table 1 , entries 5 and 6). While this structure has a marginal weight, 0.009 in H 3 -, and can be considered as having only a corrective effect on the trimer's electronic structure, it has a much larger weight in F 3 -, 0.256, practically as large as the reactants' and products' structures. The nonbonded structure 6 is therefore an essential ingredient of the electronic structure of F 3 -, which stabilizes it by as much as 28 kcal/mol relative to the VB-5 level. By contrast, structure 6 stabilizes H 3 -by only 6 kcal/mol. At the VB-6 level, our final value for the H 3 -barrier, 11.8 kcal/mol, compares well with the theoretical estimate of 11 ( 0.5 kcal/mol arising from accurate calculations. 37,38 Our value for the F 3 -dissociation energy, 31.3 kcal/mol, is slightly outside the experimental window, but close to the best calculation to date. 28 This CAS(7,8) + PT2 calculation yielded a value of 28 kcal/mol in the TZP+ basis set. Moreover, reducing the size of the basis set from the TZP+ to the DZP+ basis set increases the bond energy by 1 kcal/mol. 27 Thus, our calculated value should be compared to a theoretical estimation of 29 kcal/mol in a basis set comparable to ours. In this context, the BOVB performance is correct in consideration of the difficulty of the F 3 -system and the extreme compactness of the wave function. Be it as it may, the ∆E q values provided by the VB-6 level show that a simple description of the H 3 -and F 3 -systems in terms of six VB structures captures the essence of the electronic structures of these molecules and should allow a deep understanding of their peculiar properties.
The Two Dissociation Channels of F 3 -. The dissociation pathways leading to F 2 + F -and to F 2 -+ F • , reactions 1 and 2, are rather different because the former starts with an antisymmetric stretching of the trimer, while the latter starts with a symmetric stretching, the F-F bond in the three-electronbonded species F 2 -being longer than the F-F bond in the trimer. In accord, the two reactions will be represented by two distinct VB diagrams, Figures 3 and 4 . For the H 3 -system, only reaction 1 will be considered ( Figure 5 ) because H 2 -is unbound.
For the sake of getting better insight, it is interesting to gather the various VB structures into two distinct diabatic states. The first one is defined as a combination of structures 1-5, variationally optimized at all points of the reaction coordinate. As this state represents a combination of two-electron-bonded Lewis structures, Ψ R and Ψ P (eq 9), it will be referred to as Ψ(2-e).
The other diabatic state, Ψ(3-e), will be the optimized combination of structures 1, 5, and 6. As such, and despite the fact that it shares some common structures with Ψ(2-e) (1 and 5), it may be considered as the resonating combination of two three-electron-bonded combinations, (1 T 6) and (5 T 6), as expressed in eq 10:
Let us first consider the dissociation of F 3 -by reaction 1, Figure 3 . On the left-hand and right-hand sides of the diagram, the geometry of the supersystem corresponds to the equilibrium geometry of F 2 , with an F -anion being far apart. In this geometry, the F 2 bond length, 1.434 Å, is much shorter than the optimal bond length for an F∴F three-electron bond, so that Ψ(3-e) is much higher in energy than Ψ(2-e). On the other 
hand, the situation is reversed in the middle of the diagram. For this geometry, which is the optimal geometry of the F 3 -trimer, with an F-F bond of 1.739 Å, the diabatic state Ψ(3-e) is so much stabilized that it lies below Ψ(2-e), which means that Ψ(3-e) is closer than Ψ(2-e) to the true nature of the F 3 -ground state. In other words, the type of bonding that links together the three atoms in F 3 -is closer to a three-electron bond than to the classical two-electron F-F bond.
The dissociation of F 3 -through channel (2) displays quite a different type of diagram (Figure 4 ). Of course, the ordering of the diabatic states is the same as that for reaction 1 (Figure 3 ) in the middle of the diagram, Ψ(3-e) lying below Ψ(2-e). On the other hand, the ordering of states is reversed relative to reaction 1 on the reactant and product sides of the diagram (left and right extremities). This is because the reaction coordinate, at these points, now displays a long F-F bond (1.916 Å), corresponding to the optimum bond length of [F∴F] -, and this geometry destabilizes so much the two-electron F-F bond that the (F 2 + F -) state lies higher than (F 2 -+ F • ). As a consequence, Ψ(3-e) remains lower than Ψ(2-e) at all points of the diagram, meaning that F 3 -dissociates smoothly by this channel without drastically changing the nature of its electronic structure.
Still another type of diagram is encountered with the dissociation of H 3 -through channel (1) ( Figure 5 ). This time, it is the two-electron-bonded diabatic state Ψ(2-e) that remains the lowest one at any point of the diagram. The Ψ(3-e) diabatic state, albeit being close to Ψ(2-e) in the middle of the reaction coordinate, mixes with it only marginally as can be judged by the rather small stabilization (6 kcal/mol) arising from this mixing. Thus, unlike the F 3 -case, the VB analysis of the H 3 -dissociation gets back to a picture that is close to common wisdom for an identity exchange reaction, with a transition state described as a resonating mixture of the reactants' and products' VB structures.
Interpretation of the Results
The valence bond reading of the electronic structure of F 3 -provides an explanation for the preference of reaction 2 over reaction 1 as the major dissociation channel, which, we recall, does not lead to the most stable product. It is common knowledge that, for endothermic reactions leading directly to the products through a monotonic potential surface (without transition states), the preferred reaction channel is governed by thermochemistry at low collision energies, while at slightly higher energies the branching ratio is ruled by considerations of densities of states. However, at much higher energies (e.g., 25 eV in Tuinman's experiment), 3 diabatic effects become predominant, favoring the dissociation product that most closely resembles the ground state of the starting molecule, in terms of electronic structure. Now the simple picture that is closest to the F 3 -ground state, Ψ(3-e), is precisely made of the dissociation product of reaction 2 and its mirror image.
The quantitative VB calculations also provide an explanation for the contrasted natures, stable versus unstable, of the F 3 -and H 3 -stationary points. The predominance of structures 1-5 in the description of H 3 -demonstrates that the corresponding identity exchange reaction can be described as the interplay of two major Lewis structures, that of the reactants and that of the products. On the other hand, the F 3 -supersystem departs from this simple picture, in that the two-structure representation must be significantly corrected, in the middle of the diagram, by the strong stabilizing effect of the nonbonded structure 6, which belongs neither to the reactants nor to the products. The stability of F 3 -, as opposed to the unstability of H 3 -, must be examined at the light of this peculiarity. It emerges from the quantitative VB study that F 3 -is stable for two reasons. The first reason, that reveals itself in the framework of a simple (and incomplete) description of F 3 -in terms of two Lewis structures, lies in the smallness of the G parameter (eq 8) in the VBSCD. The second reason is related to the large and very stabilizing contribution of structure 6 (or three-electron-bonded forms) in the ground state of the trimer. Now why is three-electron bonding competitive in the F 3 -system, and not in H 3 -? We believe that the answer lies in the peculiar nature of the two-electron bond in F 2 . As has been shown elsewhere, 39 F 2 is the site of a very important lone-pair bond weakening effect (LPBWE), due to a repulsive interaction between lone pairs and between the lone pairs and the electrons of the σ bond. As a consequence of these repulsions, F-F is in fact a "stretched" bond relative to the optimal bond length for covalent coupling. To better appreciate this stretching, we correlated the bond lengths to the atomic radii in the series H n X-XH n of two-electron bonds (X ) Li-F, n ) 0-4). 39c The correlation is strictly linear from Li to N, but deviates from linearity for the HO-OH and F-F bonds. For this latter bond, extrapolating the straight line would yield a bond length of ca. 1.22 Å, to be compared with the real value of 1.412 Å. This important stretching has two consequences: (i) the F-F two-electron bond is weak, and this weakness is responsible for the low value of the G parameter of the VBSCD, according to eq 8; (ii) the LPBWE and the corresponding stretching effect are also at work in the trimer, to the extent that the F-F interatomic distance, in F 3 -, approaches the bond length at which the three-electron bond is optimal. This explains why the diabatic Ψ(3-e) state gets lower than Ψ(2-e) and plays such an important role in the F 3 -trimer, while three-electronbonded forms remain very minor in H 3
-. All in all, the stability of F 3 -is therefore related to the LPBWE, an explanation that carries over to the other trihalide anions X 3 -(X ) Cl-I), as well as isoelectronic 22-valence-electron anions (Se 3 4-, As 3 7-, etc.). 18 Thus, it is the presence of lone pairs on the X atoms that explains the stability of the X 3 -trimers against dissociation to X 2 + X -, while H 3 -, CH 5 -, or other weakly polar S N 2 transition states are unstable.
Let us now turn to the computational difficulties that are associated with the trifluoride anion. As has been seen, F 3 -has a strong three-electron-bond character, as demonstrated by the major contribution of Ψ(3-e) (eq 10) to its ground state. Now three-electron bonding energies have been shown to be strongly underestimated at the Hartree-Fock level, and to be systematically overestimated by current DFT functionals (with the exception of BHLYP, which is unfortunately inaccurate). 40 In accord, the dissociation energies of F 3 -toward F 2 + F -(reaction 1), are also underestimated at the Hartree-Fock level, and overestimated at the various DFT levels.
One final remark is in order about the strong tendency of F 3
-to undergo symmetry-breaking even in large-scale MCSCF computations. 28 This is, we believe, once again related to the major three-electron-bonded nature of the trimer's ground state. Indeed, it is known that three-electron bonds are subject to symmetry-breaking beyond a specific critical distance. 41, 42 For F 2 -, this artifact takes place even at equilibrium distance. Of course, it is easy to impose the symmetry of the wave function if F 2 -is calculated alone, but this is impossible if the F 2 -entity is flanked by a neighboring F atom as is the case in the F 3 -trimer. Therefore, each (F • + F∴F -) entity that composes Ψ(3-e) in eq 10 undergoes a local symmetry-breaking that is difficult to solve, unless costly techniques such as orbital doubling are employed. 28 This problem does not occur within the BOVB framework, which is, by nature, free from the symmetry-breaking artifact. 43
Conclusion
The H 3 -and F 3 -hypercoordinated anions have been studied in the ab initio valence bond framework, by means of the BOVB method. In view of the difficulties that are usually encountered in the theoretical description of F 3 -, this molecule is an interesting test case for the BOVB method, which yields reasonable dissociation energies for the two dissociation channels that are considered, despite the extreme compactness of the wave function that involves only six VB configurations. While H 3 -belongs to the category of systems that may be described as the interplay of two major VB structures, that of the reactants and that of the products, F 3 -does not. For this system, an additional nonbonded structure, that plays a role only in the trimer, is of fundamental importance and endows the ground state of F 3 -with a predominant three-electron bond character. This specificity explains the failure of the HartreeFock and DFT methods to describe this anion, as well as its strong tendency to undergo artifactual symmetry-breaking.
Another consequence of the three-electron bond character of F 3 -is that the electronic stucture of this anion is closer to the least stable dissociation products, F 2 -+ F • , than to the most stable products, F 2 + F -. This is the reason why, at high collision energies (25 eV), F 3 -is found to dissociate predominantly to the least stable products.
The reason for the stability of F 3 -, as compared to the instability of H 3 -, CH 5 -, or other S N 2 transition states, is twofold. On one hand, the fact that the three-electron bond in F 2 -is almost as strong as the two-electron bond in F 2 results in a very low parameter G in a valence bond state correlation diagram of the dissociation reaction, resulting in a negative barrier as predicted by this model. On the other hand, the nonbonded structure that is responsible for the three-electron bond character of the trimer has a very important stabilizing effect in F 3 -, to be compared with a very weak one in H 3 -. The two reasons are related to the stretched character of the F 2 bond, itself related to the presence of lone pairs. The stability of the other trihalide anions as well as that of other 22-valenceelectron anions is explained the same way. Thus, it appears that the presence of lone pairs on the X fragment is a fundamental factor of stability for an X 3 -hypercoordinated anion.
